
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming 

Futuristic MD women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... I put some 2" clear packing tape 

on Moms (91 yrs old 100 if I marry 4 MD women grin) letter 

and the first inch was rolled over so the end of the tape 

would not disappear into the roll of tape so stuck it to the 

bike tire then though Ha! Duct Tape for Bike Tires, iApp 

Assortment for thorns, ice, sand, slippery gravel... etc and 

from 1/2" thick to 1 inch thick with all types of treads and 

you could even put some heating wire into the tread of Duct 

Tape. lights can be imbedded into the Duct Tape for Tires. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Discovering the Rx Overnight 

Penicillin Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer, I will write this up 

at the top of my web page someday soon! Influenced by the 

transmission of nerve signals into the hippocampus, an area 

of the brain that plays InventSomething Cheers from 4 MD 

Wives! 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... for right now I must influence 

women... To Target the brain to treat obesity because Obesity 

cells turn into breast cancer by the trillions, think 777 

Trillion Obese breast cancer cells. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... "let light be made" 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 3:59 PM
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7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... "let light be made" 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... "let light be made" iApps to 

Discover how light was made! 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... "let light be made" 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Photons are the particles of 

light. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... "Let there be light" 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... God let there be light, and there 

was light 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Discovering the Rx Overnight 

Penicillin Miracle Cure For Breast Cancer, I will write this up 

at the top of my web page someday soon! 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Greg quotes Dr. Nancy... if it 

works put it in the water, invent a way to put it in the water 

with an iApp. HPV vaccination rates in the US are still 

'unacceptably low,' says CDC 

7-24-14 Greg's R&D Serendipity... with $777 Trillion for R&D!! 

Apple has spent $4.36 billion on R&D over the first 9 months 

of Apple's fiscal year 2014. That's an increase of 32 percent 

over the same nine-month span of fiscal 2013. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... iPhone7s built into your iPad, 

MacBook Air, Macbook Pro Mac! And 777 Trillion Satellites 

reinvented then rocketed into low Earth Orbit so you can 

connect to Apple HQ anywhere on Earth! 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School 

should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 3-30-14 

as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale 

Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. 
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Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. 

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School 

built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today 

7-24-14. Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a 

Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... needs some iApps! 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... has announced it’s releasing 

the POLARIS Imaging System, a device used with the 

company’s intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) catheters. It’s 

designed for use with the company’s existing coronary, 

peripheral, and intra-cardiac catheters, as well as 

upcoming fractional flow reserve (FFR) wire and new IVUS 

catheters that Boston Sci expects to release soon. 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... needs some iApps! What else 

can they do with their ultrasound POLARIS Imaging 
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can they do with their ultrasound POLARIS Imaging 

System ? 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... An Air Algerie flight with 110 

passengers onboard, nearly half of them French citizens, 

crashed on Thursday after the jet disappeared over northern 

Mali en route from Burkina Faso to Algiers, an Algerian 

official said. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... nearly half of them French 

citizens 55 Oil Workers not working on a cure for Cancer, 

there are 777 Trillion French Citizens working in Africa Oil 

Fields. Not working on a Cure for Cancer - A End to poison 

gasoline exhaust Holocaust II... Jews join the French Foreign 

Legion for the $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Greg needs a 

Serendipity... to kick the French + Jews out of Africa! 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 15 die in shelling of UN shelter 

in Gaza; Israel says warning issued Los Angeles Times 8 

minutes ago Written by Alexandra Zavis Eight-year-old 

Mahasen Mohammed El Shenbary screams in pain from a 

shrapnel wound in her arm at Jabalia hospital. She was one 

of more than 100 people injured when a U.N. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Jews are using Mecca's Godsent 

Oil money to finance their war in Gaza $$$ 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Pentagon gave Mecca this Oil 

$$$ Godsend. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Newton in his treatment of 

birefringence and, more generally, of the splitting of light 

beams at interfaces into a transmitted beam and a reflected 

beam. Newton hypothesized that hidden variables in the 

light particle determined which path it would follow 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... hidden variables in the light 

particle determined which path it would follow 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Properties of photons: Photons 

always move with the speed of light. Photons are electrically 

neutral. Photons have no mass, but they have energy E = hf = 

hc/?. Here h = 6.626*10-34 Js is a universal constant called 

Planck's constant. The energy of each photon is inversely 

proportional to the wavelength of the associated EM wave. 

The shorter the wavelength, the more energetic is the photon, 

the longer the wavelength, the less energetic is the photon. A 

laser beam and a microwave beam can carry the same 
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laser beam and a microwave beam can carry the same 

amount of energy. In this case the laser beam contains a 

smaller number of photons, but each photon in the laser 

beam has a higher energy than the photons in the 

microwave beam. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... microwave beam 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Photons can be created and 

destroyed. When a source emits EM waves, photons are 

created. When photons encounter matter, they may be 

absorbed and transfer their energy to the atoms and 

molecules. Creation and destruction of photons must 

conserve energy and momentum. The magnitude of the 

momentum of a photon is p = hf/c = h/?. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Synchrotron light sources are 

widely used in materials science, protein crystallography 

and biomicroscopy applications. They provide a unique 

stable source of high intensity photons, extending over a 

broad energy range from the far infrared to the ?-ray 

region. However, they have also proven invaluable for 

carrying out detailed metrology of radiation detectors by 

making available highly collimated and controllable 

monochromatized beams of synchrotron radiation. Light 

sources are only accessible at synchrotron research facilities 

and a number of specialized laboratories (for example, the 

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), radiometry 

laboratories in Berlin, Germany) have been established 

specifically to be carry out photon metrology from the UV to 

the X-ray wavelengths using primary source standards in 

conjunction with primary detector standards. In this review, 

we discuss the use of synchrotron radiation for 

characterizing and calibrating X- and gamma-ray 

radiation detectors. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Sierra Leone's chief Ebola doctor 

contracts the virus, The head doctor fighting an outbreak of 

the deadly Ebola virus in Sierra Leone has himself been 

infected. 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... NASA Expertise to manufacture 

"MD + Hospital Space Suits" is best done by "Rocket Scientists." 

7-23-14 Expertise to manufacture 1 Trillion cans of H @ -254 

C without any going off... is best done and only done by 

"Rocket Scientists." 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity decade ago was keep all lightning 
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7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity decade ago was keep all lightning 

cloud to cloud and the NY Times had hear this on my web 

777 Trillion Times... 2 Killed as Storm Rips Through Virginia 

Campground New York Times 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... Greg quotes Dr. Nancy... if it 

works put it in the water, invent a way to put it in the water 

with an iApp. HPV vaccination rates in the US are still 

'unacceptably low,' says CDC 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... needs some iApps! 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... has announced it’s releasing 

the POLARIS Imaging System, a device used with the 

company’s intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) catheters. It’s 

designed for use with the company’s existing coronary, 

peripheral, and intra-cardiac catheters, as well as 

upcoming fractional flow reserve (FFR) wire and new IVUS 

catheters that Boston Sci expects to release soon. 

Boston Scientific Serendipity... needs some iApps! What else 

can they do with their ultrasound POLARIS Imaging 

System ? 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-24-14 Greg's Serendipity... 

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the synchrotron 

light source and detectors used in the experiment, to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells cost $777 Trillion it 

and takes MIT people off "War Toys." 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says STD-HPV-AIDS-free generation 

'within reach' 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says GASOLINE-free generation 'within 

reach' 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says Breast Cancer-free generation 
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7-23-14 Bill Clinton says Breast Cancer-free generation 

'within reach' 

7-23-14 Only if 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat enlist everyone at the 

Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Research Lab. Used 

to Spot Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the 

synchrotron light source and detectors. iApps for these Missile 

Detectors will declare War on getting another $777 Trillion, 

grin. 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says 19K SWF's will be murdered in 2015, 

2016... by a drunk man and Hillary will never mention this 

on the Today Show! MORRISTOWN, N.J. (AP) - A New Jersey 

man has been convicted of fatally stabbing his ex-wife 84 

times and covering her face with a pig mask. yale Law says 

No you can't sue Coors! 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton; deceitful murderous lier! 19K Bill + 

Hillary killed 10 million via $4 gas! 

7-23-14 Israel may have committed war crimes during Gaza 

offensive, UN says... UN Says $4 Gas = $777 Trillion... so it 

goes! 

7-23-14 Pro-Palestinian demonstrators hold a banner and 

shout slogans, in Paris, France, Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

during a demonstration to protest against the Israeli army's 

shelling in the Gaza strip 

7-23-14 Key West Demonstrators protest against the 

construction of the 27 Story Yale Key West Medical School 

built on an Eiffel tower base... 

7-23-14 UPDATE EU says could halt technology for Russia to 

develop Arctic oil and gas. European Commission preparing 

list of measures against Russia. Novatek's Arctic Yamal LNG 

project relies on international expertise. 

7-23-14 Expertise to manufacture 1 Trillion cans of H @ -254 

C without any going off... is best done and only done by 

"Rocket Scientists. 
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7-23-14 Every Shuttle launch the H fuel was @ -254 C 

7-23-14 iApps get the Gravity Engine + WiFi Satellites in low 

Earth orbit bankrupting Verizon + Comcast! 

7-23-14 xfinity internet run like the Dept of Education or 

super help you invent AC over DC Patent Office! 

7-23-14 Bill + Hillary, The novel ends with Jake and Brett in 

a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 1980 to 

2014 

7-23-14 Bill + Melinda Gates The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1980 to 2014 

7-23-14 Bill Clinton says Students are Struggling To Pay Off 

Their Student Loan Debt Today, but not in Saudi Arabia, 

their students at Yale + Harvard get more than West Point 

Cadets! No lie! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Obama's DOT proposes 

tougher oil-train safety rules... USA TODAY - Spurred by a 

boom in oil-carrying trains and several recent tragic 

accidents, the Obama administration proposed stricter rules 

Wednesday for rail cars that transport flammable fuels, 

including ethanol. 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat "Train Wrecks" iApps for oil-

carrying trains in 2014 is a "War Crime" war over greed of 

$777 Trillion spread to Canada. Stupid Criminals! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat oil-carrying trains and 

several recent tragic accidents. Tragic Gas Station Hold Ups 

in 2014 and you can say in our 1984 II Era gas station hold 

up with women getting sucker punched and killed is endless 

times "Tragic" Criminal goings on... buying and selling oil 

and then OJ holds 1,001 gas stations every day. I Searched 

Google and they are not going to tell if 1,001 guess is good. 

Google said all this is "Classified. Wow! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 
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7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

written not at the NY Times but the Hemingway House 

writing classes... soon! "The Sun Also Rises II" New York Times-

by Pam Belluck didn't write No One fuels the call to reinvent 

the morcellator to "Observe" the undiagnosed tumors! Wow... 

would some MD rewrite this for the NY Times? 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

Pam Belluck + Anne Barnard at the NY Times writes... 

"Questions About Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs 

in Israeli... not the 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash!! 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic 

Novel...Anne Barnard at the NY Times writes... Yale Key West 

Med School would have been built in Gaza and 1,001 other 

Cities at the End of a Hemingway Futuristic Novel. 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel... 

iApps for Yale Key West Med Students! iApp will reinvent the 

morcellator is a surgical instrument. 
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morcellator is a surgical instrument. 

iApps for Yale Key West Med Students! Elite MD's Teaching 

without getting a Apple Paten on the Rx Overnight Miracle 

Cures! A morcellator is a surgical instrument used for 

division ("morcellation") and removal of large masses of 

tissues during laparoscopic surgery.[1] It can consist of a 

hollow cylinder that penetrates the abdominal wall, ending 

with sharp edges[1] or cutting jaws, through which a grasper 

can be inserted to pull the mass into the cylinder to cut out 

an extractable piece. 

7-23-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in the new futuristic Novel 

written not at the NY Times but the Hemingway House 

writing classes... soon! "The Sun Also Rises II" 
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writing classes... soon! "The Sun Also Rises II" 

7-23-14 New York Times-by Pam Belluck wrote... fuels calls to 

limit or eliminate the procedure. WHY did Pam leave out 

reinvent the morcellator so it will not sliced into tumors... 

more common than many experts had previously thought, a 

conclusion that is likely to fuel calls to limit or eliminate the 

procedure. When the morcellator sliced into tumors they and 

their doctors did not know existed (Why?) and spread 

cancer cells through the abdomen. this fuels calls to limit or 

eliminate the procedure, New York Times-by Pam Belluck 

didn't write No One fuels the call to reinvent the morcellator 

to "Observe" the undiagnosed tumors! Wow... would some MD 

rewrite this for the NY Times? 

7-23-14 New York Times 

From 

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells 

7-23-14 Anti-Tank Heat-Seeking Missile Detector Used to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells, the synchrotron 

light source and detectors used in the experiment, to Spot 

Early Malaria in Single Red Blood Cells cost $777 Trillion 

and take MIT people off "War Toys." 

7-23-14 The Javelin anti-tank missile system is a killer 

weapon that seeks out and destroys armored vehicles, but it 

has now been successfully used to hone in on the malaria 

parasite. The system uses a Focal Plane Array (FPA), a heat 

seeking Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

detector that was specifically developed to target tanks. By 

combining this device with a synchrotron light source and 

an infrared microscope, Australian researchers from Monash 

University and University of Melbourne have been able to 

spot malaria in a single red blood cell even during the 

parasite’s early stages of development. 

7-23-14 The test looks for light signatures of lipids that are 

correlated to the different stages of malaria present within a 

cell. The test takes only four minutes to perform and doesn’t 

require a specialist to interpret the results, but don’t expect 
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require a specialist to interpret the results, but don’t expect 

to see repurposed Javelins in your clinic any time soon: the 

synchrotron light source and detectors used in the 

experiment are not cheap. 

7-22-14 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the 

NY Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." 

7-22-14 Yale Key West Med School would have been built in 

Gaza and 1,001 other Cities at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the 

NY Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School 

would have been built in Gaza at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started! 1,001 

Invention Projects with links to get you started! iapps for 

Inventing! 

7-22-14 Medulloblastoma is a highly malignant primary 

brain tumor that originates in the cerebellum... "Questions 

About Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in 

Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School would have been built in 

Gaza at the End of a Hemingway Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 Papas' 34th annual 'Running of the Bulls' A Saint in 

245 AD was tied to the Bulls and Dr aged to death... Gregs 

Question about the tactics is who though to do this to the 

Saint in 245 AD and Why? 

7-22-14 What causes schizophrenia has long baffled 

scientists... what causes Israeli troops in USA Tanks to kill 

women + children in Gaza on Purpose? 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" Greg gave Mary B. a Purple 

Heart for getting sucker punched at the Gas Station Hold up 

in Miami... 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Gas Stations" selling $4 gas on 

7-22-14... many "Unknown Women" will be sucker punched by 

OJ holding up the gas station. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Unknown Women" sucker 

punched... By ANNE BARNARD NY Times. 
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7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Questions About Tactics and 

Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." By ANNE 

BARNARD NY Times. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Out Of Africa" she got syphilis 

on her wedding night... LONDON — Parents in Britain who 

subject their daughters to genital mutilation will be 

prosecuted, Prime Minister David Cameron announced 

Tuesday, a day after new research showed that the number 

of victims of the practice here is about twice as high as 

previously believed. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" Prime Minister David Cameron 

knows who the Pedophiles in his inner circle are but will 

never protect these young girls. Coup by MD Women in 

London is the only hope these girls have. Hell the CIA has all 

this on YouTube Videos in our 1984 II Era + how many girls 

women in London are given syphilis, STD, HIV by David 

Cameron's inner circle? Lots... at the ending of this Novel MD 

women will write... 7-22-14 $4 gas $777 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues and NY Times Anne Barnard has Questions About 

Tactics and Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Fiery LA, Paris, 

Rome, London, Moscow car crashes. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" 

800th Fiery Cop Car Crash and Anne Barnard at the NY 

Times writes... "Questions About Tactics and Targets as 

Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." Yale Key West Med School 

would have been built in Gaza at the End of a Hemingway 

Futuristic Novel. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" When Saint Jude Childrens 

Cancer Hospital in the USA has all the children going 

through Pentagon torture of Cancer... I mean the CIA gave 

these kids at Saint Jude cancer as Torture. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "Questions About Tactics and 

Targets as Civilian Toll Climbs in Israeli..." By ANNE 

BARNARD NY Times. 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" 

7-22-14 "Sun iApp Also Rises" "The Sun Also Rises II" Jake and 

Brett speak, brainstorm of futuristic things, like the Gravity 

Engine + WiFi Satellites in low Earth orbit bankrupting 

Verizon + Comcast! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 
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Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1980 to 2014 Models of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 

1980 Futuristic iapps perfect today! 

7-21-14 "Yale scientist to direct new Boston cancer center" 

7-21-14 The Cancer Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 

Center in Boston! 

7-21-14 "The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and 

Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been... 

1,001 Invention Projects with links to get you started! 1,001 

Invention Projects with links to get you started! iapps for 

Inventing! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html> 
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